We are always happy to accept a resume for consideration of employment at Smoke Vision
Care. Our practice is consistently growing and with the changes in health care, seeking
individuals to help us achieve the high level of service and productivity needed to provide the
best care to our patients.
Smoke Vision Care is private optometric practice that realized that it’s team of employees is its
greatest asset. We are always looking to recruit consistently compassionate, motivated team
players who enjoy serving others while working in a fast-paced environment.
Established in 1991, our practice is dedicated to providing the most advanced primary eye care
and optical services with a focus on creating long-term relationships and exceptional
experiences for our patients which are unparalleled in the industry. A friendly, out-going
service attitude is a must.
Our primary eye care practice provides a wide range of services from the diagnosis and
treatment of eye disease and routine eye examinations to optical dispensing and contact lens
services. We also provide insurance filing services for our patients. We provide exceptional
opportunities for learning new skills and professional development.
Our team members are cross-trained to assist in many facets of patient care, but team member
primary responsibilities will align with their strongest skills.
OUR EMPLOYMENT PHILOSOPHY
Our practice values its staff as its greatest asset. Applicants should enjoy working as a team,
respect others and be willing to become engaged in the collective success of each member.
They must take pride in their work and strive to give their best every day. We reward
dedication to the practice goals and mission as well as ongoing accomplishments of acquiring
new skills and knowledge. We provide ongoing educational opportunities.
We would consider applicants interested in both full and part-time employment. Experience is
preferred but not a requirement for employment. We are happy to train the skills to
exceptional candidates with positive attitudes who are committed to providing excellent
patient experiences.
Some of the primary roles in the practice and their descriptions can be found below.

PARA-OPTOMETRIC POSITION
A career as a para-optometric provides a blend of health care, customer service and retail
fashion that keeps your profession exciting and provides plenty of opportunity for learning new
skills. It is a fast paced environment that requires multi-tasking ability. A positive attitude, selfmotivation, a willingness to learn and the ability to adapt to rapidly changing health care
environment is needed for success.
Learn More about becoming a para-optometric by visiting the American Optometric Association
Website AOA Paraoptometric Section Website. Here you can learn about the skills required
and the certification available for the career. Smoke Vision Care provides training and covers all
expenses towards it’s employees becoming certified.

OPTICIAN POSTION
An eyewear sales specialist / optician is responsible for fitting patients with eyewear that is
appropriate for the prescription and visual demands of the individual. Opticians will also have
responsibilities of placing, verifying eyewear orders and assisting in other areas of the optical
department and front office duties of the practice. This position is ideally suited for a crossover applicant with background in sales who may be looking for a new, exciting career that
blends serving others in a health care environment with sales skills. Detail-oriented technical
aptitude is a trait suited to the profession.
Learn more about a career as an optician by visiting American Board of Opticianry or the
Opticians Association of America
If you want to be a valued member of a vibrant team in a close-knit community, then we would
love to hear from you!
Please complete our EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION AND AVAILABILITY SHEET and fax to 269-6952656, email to svcjobs@sbcglobal.net or hand deliver to any of our locations.
Learn more about our practice and the profession by visiting our website at
www.smokevisioncare.com

